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Here you can find the menu of Roma Pizza in King George. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Roma Pizza:

pizza is sooo good! we have everything pizza (no sardels), the small pigs and some beer. they have the recipe
right, do not change anything! the service was bright and friendly. we sat on the bar side, had a good, cool offer
and good music. the prizes are great. many parking spaces. they will be coming back. read more. The diner and
its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, and there is

complimentary WLAN. What User doesn't like about Roma Pizza:
we occasionally stop seeing if eating is going to be better, but unfortunately it does not seem. they have changed

somewhat in the course of the years, but they still miss the sign of being a really good restaurant. the menu is
quite extensive and looks good, but when the food comes out, it's just not that good. we had rockfish, which

looked good but dry and hard, a steak that was cooked as desired, but was carburize... read more. For those
who want to a beer after work and hang out with friends, Roma Pizza from King George is a good bar, A catering

service offered by the restaurant allows you to enjoy the dishes at home or at the function. fresh fish, meat, as
well as corn and rice are also South American grilled here, here they serve a comprehensive brunch for

breakfast.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Mai� course�
CRAB

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

Appetiser�
ANCHOVIES

Vegetabl� Or Han� Rol�
ASPARAGUS

Ingredient� Use�
ONION

Past�
RAVIOLI

CHEESE RAVIOLI

Sauce�
MARINARA SAUCE

MARINARA SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

SPAGHETTI

PIZZA

BURGER

SIRLOIN STEAK
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